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Nearly a thousand years after the birth of Christ, when all Europe fears that the world will soon end,

a young Irish monk, Brother CiarÃ¡n, discovers an ominous warning hidden in the illuminations of a

religious tome. The cryptic prophecy speaks of Enochâ€™s device, an angelic weapon with the

power to prevent the coming apocalypse. But a heretic-hunting bishop has arrived at the monastery,

willing to kill to make sure the device is never found.Pursued by the bishop's men and supernatural

forces, CiarÃ¡n and his freethinking mentor journey to the heart of France in search of the device.

There, they rescue the Lady Alais, a young widow accused of witchcraft because she holds a key to

the prophecy. Together, the trio must race across Europe to locate the device, which has left clues

of its passage through history. But time is running out, and if they donâ€™t find it soon, all that they

love could perish at the End of Days. Enochâ€™s Device is a fast-paced medieval adventure

steeped in history, mythology, and mysteries from a dark and magical past.
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Finley's debut novel was a surprising delight. Sure, detailed, and well-wrought placed in a setting

the Author has done his homework in, and it shows.It was interesting to come to an apocalyptic

book where the fears of the coming Patmosian encounter are some thousand years in our past.

While I know that such fears have plagued man since the dawn of civilization, it was refreshing to

hear voices from the distant past echoing our current fears, albeit in a slightly mythological and

magical setting.The twists and turns of plot, while necessary for any "thrilling page-turner" did not

necessarily feel forced. Most grew naturally from the setting involved, and from the events at play.

While I did debate some of the developments while reading, I knew that some were primarily FPS

(for purposes of story).My one critique rests somewhat squarely in one area. It is a small thing, but

one that didn't help to attract notice, and it was in terms of the narrative only, separate from plot and

character.Descriptions of characters at times lapsed into a very quick form of emotive description,

particularly the agents of the forces of darkness. Eyes that were "cruel", or "cunning" or "flashing",

descriptions that give us trait-markers before the characters display any particular action that would

show them as being cruel, or cunning, or any other marker. Being guilty of this myself, it's not much

to take someone to task for, and to be honest did very little to detract from the pacing, however the

shorthand must be noted.As well, I would have loved to see a little more of the final battle at Brosse.
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